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ABOUT THE SERIES
The evil dragon O-Gonsho plans to gain possession of the
four magic weapons of the Ninjas so he can use their power
to take over the world. Naturally, the students of the secret
Ninja boarding school of Chipanea must prevent that from
happening at any cost! Together, the three friends Lian, Sui
and Pepp set out on an adventurous search for the first
weapon: a magic sword. But O-Gonsho is hard on their
heels.
CONTENT
On his tenth birthday, Lian Flemming finds out that he is a
Dragonblood – a descendant of the great guardian dragons
of Ninja mythology. However, the evil dragon O-Gonsho
gets wind of this as well and sends out his loyal Tiger Ninjas
to capture Lian. Only with the help of a Dragonblood will OGonsho be able to track down the four magic weapons of
the Ninja clans, the Bu-shu-kai – and he needs those in
order to use their united power to subjugate the entire
world.
But before the Tiger Ninjas can catch Lian, he is saved by Sui
and Pepp and brought to the Ninja boarding school of
Chipanea. From now on, Lian shares a room with Pepp – the
“Dragon Pad” – and participates in daily instruction at
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Chipanea under the supervision of wise Sensei Sun, studying
sword fighting as well as camouflaging, sneaking and
climbing techniques and the secret martial art of the
Dragon Ninjas, Ninjufu. All this will prepare Lian to become
a trained Dragon Ninja and search for the four magic Ninja
weapons to reunite them one day.
But the evil dragon O-Gonsho's Tiger Ninjas haven't given
up after the setback of Lian's escape. They are now
searching for the guardian dragon Tetsu-Ryu, the Dragon of
the Mountains who guards one of the four weapons: the
magic sword Katana-O. To beat O-Gonsho to it, Lian, Pepp
and Sui decide on the spot to start looking as well. After
they have found and fought for the sword, they return to
the boarding school. However, they don't get a chance to
rest: The Tiger Ninjas are attacking! Sui, Pepp and all their
classmates and teachers fight bravely, but only when Lian
uses Katana-O to ask the Dragon of the Mountains for help,
the battle turns and the Tiger Ninjas flee. Lian is happy: He
has brought the first Ninja weapon back to safety in
Chipanea! Three more to go.
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